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Definitions:

Concentration Camps : “ is an internment center for political prisoners and members of

national or minority groups who are confined for reasons of state security, exploitations

or punishments, usually by executive decree or military order.

People are placed in such camps often on the basis of identification with a particular

ethinic or political group rather than as individuals and without benefit either of

indictment or fair trial.  ( Britannica)

Xinjiang : “ Xinjiang in Chinese means (new borders) and it's located in full Uyghur

autonomous region, its indigenous population of agriculturalists and pastoralists

(principally Uyghurs ), Uinjian is China's largest political unit and its capital called

Urumqi.

The policy of the Chinese government in Xinjiang is calling for allowing the ethinic

groups to develop and maintain their own cultural identities. However the extent to which

that policy has been successful in Xinjiang has been interpreted various ethinic tensions

exist especially between Uighurs .  ( Britannica)

Uyghur: “The Uyghurs are Turkic-speaking Muslims from the Central Asian region. The

largest population lives in China’s autonomous Xinjiang region, in the country’s

north-west.”

Han Chinese: People who are ethnically Chinese, native to China.
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Background:

In 2018, some satellite images were leaked of a desert in westren China. These satellite

images showed that a huge complex was built. From above it looked like a factory or a

school but if you looked closer you could see a line with one facility’s perimeter walls ,

and shadows that were cast by the watchtowers along the wall.

This compound isn’t a school or a factory, it's an internment camp or what we now call

“concentration camp''. Inside the camp the chinese government is detaning over 1 million

muslim Uighurs who were suspected of harboring sympathy for or being involved in

demonstrations and attacks on the Chinese government.

Initially, the Chinese government denied the existence of such camps, but when

irrefutable evidence of the internment camps came to light the government began to

claim that they weren’t concentration camps but reeducation camps to help Uyghur

muslims assimilate into Chinese society and to redeploy them into productive work.

This fixation on Uyghur muslims did not suddenly appear when the Chinese communist

party rose to power in 1949, nor did it begin with the spread of political Islam. Its roots

run far deeper, and can be traced all the way back to the Qing dynasty, which was the

ruling house of China from 1644 to 1911.

The Qing government established bureaucratic and military operations and referred to the

region as Xin Jiang, a chinese word that means “The new frontier”. They ruled through

the muslim, Turqic elites and received much resistance from the very beginning, of which

the most well known is a series of revolts that were stifled in 1878. The Qing government

suppressed the widespread rising of Hui muslims in China and incorporated Eastern

Turkestan into the Chinese empire by 1884 as the province of Xinjiang.

In 1949 the Chinese communist party rose to power. Uyghur muslims, often armed,

continued to resist the government into the 1950s, and in 1955 the communist party

created the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous region as a concession to the non-Han
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population, but with the Cultural Revolution in 1966 came rising demands for

independence.

In 1991 the Communist Party recovered from the Cultural Revolution and gave no

freedom to the Uyghurs. As a result, a series of demonstrations began in 1995, causing

the government to form the “strike hard campaign” to stifle them, in addition to the

demonstrations in 1997. The repression of this campaign became permanent and any

person who supported the demands for Uighur independence or partook in “illegal

religious activities” could be imprisoned without trial. These imprisonments led to many

conflicts between relatives of the detained Uyghurs and the Han police, leading to

violence and the execution of many Uighur muslims, such as the clashes in 2009 that cost

many lives.

In 2016, Chen Quanguo was appointed as Xinjiang Party Secretary by current president

Xi Jinping. He introduced the idea of concentration camps and surveillance technology as

a way to “counter terrorism”. This repression caused the clampdown on religious

activities to intensify, causing many mosques and shrines to be destroyed.

Treaties and Organizations:

Many countries and organizations have spoken about the situation of Uighurs in Xinjiang.

Human rights organizations have demanded China to shut down the camps and answer

questions about missing Uyghurs. The European Union asked China to respect all religions

and change its policies in Xinjiang. Also UN officials demanded access to the camps and are

still working on arranging a visit.

A report that was released on march 8, 2021 by the Newlines Institute for Strategy and

Policy, in cooperation with the Raoul Wallenberg Centre for Human Rights concluded that

the Chinese government's actions in Xinjiang have violated every single provision in the

United Nations' Genocide Convention.
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Current Situation:

Human rights groups have said that over one million people have been detained in the

“re-education centers” since april 2017. According to some reports, the Uyghurs have been

interrogated, tortured, and sexually abused in those camps. However, the chinese government

denise those actions and says that the mass surveillance and detentions are necessary to

counter terrorism. In 2019, Xinjiang’s governor, Shohrat Zakir said that every detainee has

graduated and all the people that are still in the camps were there voluntarily. However, China

continued to build and expand detention sites. In addition, more than 80,000 Uyghurs were

transferred to work in factories across China, many were transferred directly from detention

camps. Evidence shows that these workers have limited freedom. Earlier this year, U.N. High

Commissioner for Human Rights Michelle Bachelet said that they are working on arranging a

visit to Xinjiang, but until now these efforts have failed.

The following information was received from human rights organizations and escaped

Uighur muslims.

Inside the concentration camps there are around 40 people in a 16 square meter room.

Occasionally they are moved to larger rooms, but no one is allowed outside. Twenty four

hours a day detainees are shackled, iron chains are tied around their necks that are fixed to

loose iron blocks.

Detainees are forced to sing songs which praise the Chinese Communist party, stress China’s

greatness and show gratitude towards China's president. In addition, Muslims are forced to

eat pork and drink alcohol which is considered haram and forbiden in Islam. Also they are

forced to cut their beard and learn the chinese language. In Uighur particularly in order to

enter a mosque you must pay. However, praying is prohibited so people can go there only to

visit the mosque. And unfortunately in Xinjiang all the mosques have been closed.

Women are violently raped by the police or the guards in the camps. Also they are subjected

to force abortions and different medical experments. Moreover, they are being forced to take

off their hijab and do many other things against their religion and beliefs. The Uighurs can be

detained for ridiculous reasons such as wearing a hijab, having a long beard, having more

than two children or traveling overseas for a vacation .
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Critical Events/ Timeline:

- In 2014, a new “People’s War on Terror” was announced to fight regional “terrorists”

and “separatist” which included mass surveillance, large police presence and

imprisonments of Uighurs in Xinjiang.

- In March 2017, Xinjiang’s government passed an anti-extremism law that prohibited

people from growing long beards and wearing veils in public. It also officially

recognized the use of training centers to eliminate extremism.

- In April 2017, the chinese authorities have forcibly detained thousands of Uyghurs

and other Turkic Muslim minorities at the “re-education centers”.

- On April 22, 2018, a leaked satellite photo showed a huge, highly secure compound

with a 2 km-long exterior wall punctuated by 16 guard towers in Xinjiang .

- In January 2021, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo declared that China is committing

crimes against humanity and genocide against Uyghurs.
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Helpful Resources and Media:

China's hidden camps
China's campaign repression against Xinjiangs
chinas abuse uighurs is genocide
china's factories forced labor

Questions to Consider:

1) Is your country taking any actions to protect Uighur muslims ?

2) Did  your country sign any treaty to protect uighur muslims or to ban concentration

camps ?

3) Did your country take any actions against China after the satellite photo was leaked ?

4) If your country supports China’s policy or chooses to do nothing about it, why did it

choose to do so?

5) What measures should be taken to ensure this long lasting distrust between the Han

Chinese and the Uyghur muslims is brought to an end?
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